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verification using forced decoding

(57) A method and apparatus for authenticating a
proffered identity of a speaker in which the verbal infor-

mation content of a speaker's utterance, rather than the

vocal characteristics of the speaker, are used to identify

or verify the identity of a speaker. Specifically, features

of a speech utterance spoken by a speaker are com-
pared with at least one sequence of speaker-independ-

ent speech models, where one of these sequences of

speech models corresponds to speech reflecting infor-

mation associated with an individual having said prof-

fered identity. Then, a confidence level that the speech
utterance in fact reflects the information associated with

the individual having said proffered identity is deter-

mined based on said comparison. In accordance with

one illustrative embodiment, the proffered identity is an
identity claimed by the speaker, and the claimed identity

is verified based upon the determined confidence level.

In accordance with another illustrative embodiment,

each of a plurality of proffered identities is checked in

turn to identify the speaker as being a particular one of

a corresponding plurality of individuals. The features of

the speech utterance may comprise cepstral (ie., fre-

quency) domain data, and the speaker-independent

speech models may comprise Hidden Markov l\4odels

of individual phonemes. Since speaker-independent

models are employed, the need for each system user to

perform an individual training session is eliminated.
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Description

Field of the Invention

The subject matter of the present invention relates generally to the field of speaker authentication and in particular
to a method of authenticating the identity of a speaker based upon the verbal information content contained in an
utterance provided by the speaker.

Background of the Invention

Speaker authentication is Ihe process of either identifying or verifying the idenlily of a speaker based upon an
analysis of a sample of his or her speech using previously saved information. By definition, speaker verification (SV)
is the process of verifying whether the identity of an unknown speaker is, in fact, the same as an identity being claimed
therefor (usually by the speaker himself or herself), whereas speaker identification (SID), on the other hand, is the
process of identifying an unknown speaker as a particular member of a known population of speakers.

The applications of speaker authentication include, for example, access control for telephones, computer networks,
databases, bank accounts, credit-card funds, automatic teller machines, building or office entry, eta Automatic authen-
tication of a person's identity based upon his or her voice is quite convenient for users, and. moreover, it typically can
be implemented in a less costly manner than many other biometric methods, such as. for example, fingerprint analysis.
For these reasons, speaker authentication has recently become of particular importance in. for example, mobile and
wireless applications.

Conventionally, speaker authentication has been performed based upon previously saved information which, at
least in part, represents particular vocal characteristics of the speaker whose identity is to be verified. Specifically, the
speech signal which results from a speaker's utterance is analyzed to extract certain acoustic "features" of the speech
signal, and then, these features are compared with corresponding features which have been extracted from previously
uttered speech (preferably consisting of the same word or phrase) spoken by the same individual. The speaker is then
identified, or his or her claimed identity is verilied, based on the results of such comparisons. In particular prevbusly
uttered speech samples are used to produce speech "nrxxJeis' which may, for example, comprise stochastic models
such as Hidden l^arkov Models (HMMs), well known to those skilled in the art. Note specifically, however, that the
models employed in all such prior art speaker aulhenlicatbn systems are necessarily "speaker^ependenf models,
since each model is based solely on the speech of a single individual.

In order to produce speaker-dependent speech models, an enrollment session which includes a speech model
"training" process is typically required for each speaker whose identity is to be capable of authentication by the system.
This training process requires the speaker (whose identity is known during the enrollment session) to provide multiple
(/.a, repeated) iraining utterances to the system for use in generating sufficiently robust models. Specifically, acoustic
features are extracted from these repeated training utterances, and the models are then built based on these features.
Finally, the generated models are stored in a database, each model being associated with the (known) identity of the
given individual who trained it.

Once the models for alt potential speakers have been trained, the system can be used in its normal "test" mode,
in which an unknown speaker (i.e., a speaker whose identity is to be either ascertained or verified) provides a test

utterance for use in the authentication process. In particular, features extracted from the test utterance are compared
with those of the pre-trained, speaker-dependent models, in order todetermine whether there is a 'match." Specifically,

when the system is used to perform speaker verification, the speaker Hrsl provides a claim of identity, and only the
model or models associated with that identified individual need to be compared to the test utterance. The claimed
idenlily is then either accepted (/. a, verified) or rejected based upon the results of the comparison. When the systenj
is used for speaker identification, on the other hand, modefs associated with each of a plurality of individuals are
compared to the lest utterance, and the speaker is then identified as being a particular one of those indivkJuals (or is

rejected as being unidentified) based upon the results of these multiple comparisons.
It wouW be advantageous if a technique for performing speaker authentication were available which did not require

Ihe substantial investment in time and effort which is required to effectuate the training process for each, of a potentially
large number of individuals.

Summary of the Invention

We have recognized that, contrary to the teachings of prior art speaker authentication systems, speaker authen-
tication may be performed without the need for performing time-consuming speaker-specific enrollment (i.e, training')
sessions prior to the speaker authentication process. In particular, and in accordance with the principles of the instant
inventive technique, Ihe verbal informaUon content of a speaker's utterance, rather than the vocal characteristics of
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the speaker, is used to identify or verify the identity of a speaker. Moreover, this Verbal information verification" (VI V)
technique is performed based on a forced decoding of the spoken utterance based on a particular pass-phrase asso-

ciated with a given speaker. In this manner, "speaker-independent' nrK>dels are employed, thereby eliminating the need
for each potential system user to perlorm a complex individual training (L e., enrollment) session.

5 Specifically, in accordance with the present invention, a method and apparatus for authenticating a proffered iden-

tity of a speaker is provided. Features of a speech utterance spoken by a speaker are compared with at least one
sequence of speaker-independent speech models, where one of these sequences of speech models corresponds to

speech reflecting a sequence of one or vooxe words associated with an individual having said proffered identity. In

particular, the sequence of speech models is determined based on a subword transcription of the associated sequence
?o of one or more words. Then, a confidence level that the speech utterance in fact reflects the sequence of one or more

words associated with the individual having said proffered identity is determined based on said comparison.

In accordance with one illustrative embodiment of the present invention, the proffered identity is an identity claimed

by the speaker, and the claimed identity is verified based upon the determined confidence level. In accordance with

another illustrative embodiment, each of a plurality of proffered identities is checked in turn to identify the speaker as
15 being a particular one of a corresponding plurality of indivkiuals. The features of the speech utterance may. tor example,

comprise cepstral (/.a, frequency) domain data, and the speaker-independent speech models may, for example, com-
prise Hidden Markov Models reflecting individual phonemes (e.g., HMMs of phone and allophone models of individual

phonemes).

20 Brief Description o1 the Drawings

Figure 1 shows a prior art system for performing speaker authentication in which speaker-dependent speech mod-
els are used to verify a claimed identity.

Figure 2 shows a system which performs speaker verification using the technique of verbal information verification.

25 Figure 3 shows an illustrative system for performing speaker verification by verbal information verification using
forced decoding in accordance with an illustrative emtxxJiment of the present invention.

Detailed Description

30 The technique of verbal information verification (VIV) consists of the verification of spoken information content

versus the content of a given data profile. (See, e.g., the co-pending U.S. Patent application of B.-H. Juang, C.-H. Lee,

Q. LI and Q. Zhou, entitled "Method And Apparatus For Providing Speaker Authenticatbn By Verbal Information Ver-

ification," filed on even date herewith and assigned to the assignee of the present invention.) The content may include,

for example, such information as a personal pass-phrase or a personal kJentification number (i.e., a "PIN"), a birth

35 place, a mother's maiden name, a residence address, etc. The vert>al infornrtation contained in a spoken utterance is

advantageously "matched" against the data profile content for a particular individual if and only if the utterance is

determined to contain identical or nearly identical information to the target content. Preferably, at least some of the
information content which must be matched to authenticate the identity of a given individual should be "secret" infor-

mation which Is likely to be known only to the individual himself or herself. In accordance with the inventive technique
^0 of the present invention, verbal informatbn verification is performed using forced decoding.

Important applications for the technique of verbal information verification using forced decoding in accordance with

an illustrative embodiment of the present invention include rennole speaker authentication for bank, telephone card,

credit card, benefit, and other account accesses. In these cases, a VIV system using forced decoding in accordance
with an illustrative ennbodiment of the present invention is charged with making a decision to either accept or reject a

45 speaker having a claimed identity based on the personal information spoken by the speaker. In current, non-automated
systems, for example, after an account number is provided, an operator may verify a claimed identity of a user by
asking a series of one or more questions requiring knowledge of certain personal information, such as, for example,
(he individuars birth date, address, home telephone number, etc. The user needs to answer the questions correctly in

order to gain access to his or her account. Similarly, an automated, diatog-based VIV system, implemented using forced
50 decoding in accordance with an illusirative embodiment of the present invention, can advantageously prompt the user

by asking one or more questions which may. for example, be generated by a conventional text-to-speech synthesizer,

and can then receive and verity the user's spoken response information automatically. (Note that text-to-speech syn-

thesizers are well-known and familiar to those of ordinary skill in the art.) Moreover, In accordance with the principles

of the present invention, such an illustrative application can be realized without having to train the speaker-dependent
55 speech models required in prior art speaker authentication approaches.

In order to understand the iflustrative embodiments of the present invention, a prk>r art system in accordance with

the description provided in the background section above will first be described. In particular. Figure 1 shows a prior

art system for performing speaker authentication in which speaker-dependent speech models are used to verify a

3
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claimed identity. In the operation of the system of Figure 1 , there are two different types of sessions which are performed
— enrollment sessions and test sessions.

In an enrollment session, an identity, such as an account number, is assigned to a speaker, and the speaker is

asked by HMM Training module n to provide a spoken pass-phrase, e.g., a connected digit string or a phrase. (In the
sample enrollment session shown in Figure 1, the pass-phrase 'Open Sesame" is used ) The system then prompts
the speaker to repeat the pass-phrase several times, and a speaker dependent hidden Markov model (HMM) is con-
structed by HMM Training module II based on the plurality of enrollment utterances. The HMM is typically constructed
based on features such as cepstral {i.e., frequency don^in) data, which features have been extracted from the enroll-

ment (i.e., training) utterances. The speaker-dependent HMM is stored to database 12 and associated with the given
identity (e.g., the account number). Note that a separate enrollment session must be performed for each (potential)

speaker -i.e., for each potential user of the system whose identity is to be capable of verification.

In a test session (which must necessarily be performed subsequent to an enrollment session performed by the

same individual), an Identity claim is made by the speaker, and in response thereto, speaker verifier 13 prompts the
speaker to utter the appropriate pass-phrase. The speaker's test utterance is compared (by speaker verifier 1 3) against
the pre-trained. speaker dependent HMM which has been stored in database 12 and associated with the claimed
identity. Speaker verifier 1 3 then accepts the speaker as having the claimed identity if the matching score (as produced
by the comparison of the test utterance against the given HMM) exceeds a predetermined threshold. Otherwise the
speaker's claimed identity is rejected.

Note that the pass-phrase may or may not be speaker-dependent. That is. each speaker (i.e., system user) may
have an individual pass-phrase associated therewith, or. alternatively, all users may be requested to utter the same
pass-phrase. In the former case, each speaker may be permitted to select his or her own pass-phrase, which may or
may not be secret - i.e., known only to the speaker himself or herself. Obviously, it is to be expected that the authen-
tication accuracy of the system will be superior if the pass-phrases are. in fact, different. However, in either case, the
vocal characteristics of the individual speakers (at least) are being used to distinguish one speaker from another

As described above and as can be seen in the drawing, the prior art system of Figure 1 performs speaker verifi-

cation. However, a similar prior-art approach [i.e., one using speaker-dependent HMMs) may be employed in a similar

manner to perform speaker identification instead. In particular, the speaker does not make an explicit identity claim
during the test session. Rather, speaker verifier 13 performs a comparison between the speaker's test utterance and
the pre-trained. speaker dependent HMMs which have been stored in database 12 for each potential speaker. Obvi-
ously, such a speaker kJenlification approach may not be practical for applications where it is necessary that the speaker
is to be identified from a large populatkjn of speakers.

Figure 2 shows a system which performs speaker verification using the technique of verbal information verification.

The system of Figure 2 performs speaker verification using verbal infomnation verification with use of a conventional
automatic speech recognition subsystem. Note that only the operation of the test session is shown for the system of

Figure 2 (as it is for the illustrative system of Figure 3). The enrollment session for speaker authentication systems
whrch empkDy the technique of verbal information verification advantageously require no more than the association of

each individual's identity with a profile comprising his or her set of associated infomnatkjn - e.g„ a personal pass-
phrase ora personal identification number (/. e., a "PIN"), a birth place, a mother's maiden name, a residence address,
etc. This profile information and its association with a specifk: individual may be advantageously stored in a database
for convenient retrieval during a test session - illustratively, database 22 of the system of Figure 2 and database 32
of the system of Figure 3 serves such a purpose.

The test session for the system of Figure 2 begins with an identity claim made by the speaker Then, automatic

speech recognizer 21 prompts the speaker to utter the appropriate pass-phrase, and the speaker's pass-utterance is

processed by automatic speech recognizer 21 in a conventional manner to produce a recognized phrase. Note in

particular that automalk; speech recognizer 21 performs speaker-independent speech recognition, based on a set of

speaker-independent speech models in a wholly conventional rr«nner. (The speaker independent speech models may
comprise HMMs or, alternatively, they nnay comprise templates or artificial neural networks, each familiar to those
skilled in the art.) For example, automatic speech recognizer 21 may extract features such as cepstral {i.e.. frequency
domain) data from the test utterance, and may then use the extracted feature data for comparison with stochastk:

feature data which is represented in the speaker-independent HMMs. (Speaker-independent automatic speech rec-

ognition based on cepstral features is well known and familiar to those skilled in the art.) In the sample test sessions
shown in both Figures 2 and 3. the pass-utterance being supplied (and recognized) is "Murray Hill." the name of a town
in New Jersey which may. for example, be the speaker's home town, and may have been uttered in response to a
question which specifically asked the speaker to slate his or her home town.

Once the uttered phrase has been recognized by automatic speech recognizer 21 . the system of Figure 2 deter-

mines whether the recognized phrase is consistent with (i. a. "matches") the corresponding intornrtatlon content asso-
ciated with the indivkJual having the claimed kJentity. In particular, text comparator 23 retrieves from database 22 the
particufar portion of the profile of the ir>dividual having the cbimed identity which relates to the particular utterance
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being provided (/. a, to the particular question which has been asked of the speaker). In the sample lest session shown
in Figure 2, the text "Murray Hlir is retrieved from database 22, and the textual representation of the recognized phrase
- "Murray Hill" - is matched thereto. In this case, a perfect nr^tch is found, and therefore, it may be concluded by the
illustrative system of Figure 2 that the speaker is, in fact, the individual having the claimed identity.

As described above and as can be seen in the drawing, the system of Figure 2 performs speaker verification .

However, it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that the same approach (/. a, one using speaker-independent
automatic speech recognition and text comparison) may be employed in a nearly identical manner to perform speaker
identification instead. In particular, the speaker does not make an explicit identity claim during the test session. Rather,
text comparator 23 performs a comparison between the textual representation of the recognized phrase and the cor-
responding (based, for example, on the particular question asked of the speaker) textual information whrch has been
stored in database 22 lor each potential speaker. Then, the identity of the potential speaker which results in the best
match is identified as the actual speaker Obviously such a speaker identification approach may be most practical for

applications where it is necessary that the speaker is to be identified from a relatively small population of speakers.
For purposes of speaker verification (as opposed to speaker identification) in particular, it can be seen that the

approach employed by the system shown in Figure 2 and described above does not utilize the information in the profile

in the most effective manner possible. This is because the speech recognition being performed (for example, by au-
tomatic speech recognizer 21) fails to take into account the fact that it is expected that the content of the utterance
matches the corresponding information in the profile of the individual having the claimed identity. In other words, it is

only of interest whether the given unerance matches certain known information. Speech utterance verification - the
process of matching a speech utterance against a known or expected word or phrase is well known to be more
effective than is "blind" speech recognition - the process of identifying (i.e., recognizing) a spoken word or phrase as
any of all possible words or phrases by, for example, comparing the utterance against all possible sequences of words
or subwords (e.g., phonemes).

Figure 3 shows an illustrative system for performing speaker verification using the technique of verbal information
verification in accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the present invention. In this second illustrative system,
information which is stored in an individual's profile is more effectively used than it is in the system of Figure 2. In

particular, the illustrative system of Figuris 3 implements the inventive technique of verbal information verification using
forced decoding by adapting the technique of utterance verification thereto. (The technique of utterance verification is

familiar to those skilled in the art. In the past, it has been employed to improve the performance of automatic speech
recognition systems by increasing the confidence level of a recognized word or phrase. In particular, it has been ad-
vantageously applied to the problem of keyword spotting and non-keyword rejection. Specifically, after the recognizer
has initially identified a word or phrase as having been spoken, an utterance verification subsystem performs a re-

evaluation of the utterance directly against the model data for the identified word or phrase, thereby either verifying

the accuracy of the recognizer's initial determination or else rejecting it. Of course, the technique of utterance verification

has not heretofore been applied in the context of speaker authentication at all.)

Specifically, the illustrative system of Figure 3 uses a subword transcription of the text in an individual's profile (L

e., a known correct answer) to decode the test utterance. This approach to the decoding of an utterance is referred to
herein as lorced decoding,' an approach familiar to those skilled in the art of utterance verificatbn. In particular, the
forced decoding of the test utterance advantageously provides subword segmentation boundaries for the utterance.
Then, based on these boundaries, the utterance is matched against the expected sequence of subword (e.g., phone)
models to generate phone likelihood scores. The utterance is also matched against a sequence of anti-models (familiar

to those skilled in the art) to generate anti-likelihood scores. (The subword nnodels and anti-models illustratively com-
prise HMMs. Alternatively, however, they may comprise templates or artificial neural networks, each familiar to those
skilled in the art.) Finally, the illustrative system of Figure 3 applies hypothesis test techniques to decide whether to
accept or reject the test utterance. (Note that the hypothesis test techniques illustratively emptoyed herein are based
upon those used for utterance verification, and are therefore familiar to those skilled in the art.)

Referring specifically to Figure 3 and the operation ol the illustrative system shown therein, an identity claim is first

provided to the system. Then, forced decoding module 31 operates to decode the test utterance based on the phone/
subword transcription, for the pass-phrase which has been stored in database 32 in the profile of the individual
having the claimed identity. In addition, a sequence of speaker-independent phone models. which sequence cor-
responds to the phone transcription retrieved from datal>ase 32 is provided to forced decoding module 31 for use in

performing the decoding. (The set of speaker-independent phone models from which the sequence is generated
may comprise a fixed set of HMMs. one for each phone of the language.) Ttie forced decoding may for example, be
performed with use of the well known Werbi algorithm, familiar to those of ordinary skill in the art. As a result of the
forced decoding, a corresponding sequence of target likelihoods. P(XA/). is generated, each likelihood representing
the quality of the match of one of the models, X^, against Its corresponding portion of the test utterance.

In order to improve the performance of the illustrative system of Figure 3, anti-nKxiets, familiar to those skilled in

the art, are afso used in the hypothesis testing process. Specifically, forced decoding module 31 provides the determined
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phone boundaries to anti-likelihood computation module 33, which, based on a sequence of anti-models (i.e., anli-

HMMs) corresponding to the phone transcription retrieved from database 32 and the phone boundaries provided,
generates a corresponding sequence of anti-likelihoods. P{X,aj, each antt-likelihood representing the quality of the
match of one of the anti-models. against its corresponding portion of the test utterance. (As is well known to those

5 skilled in the art. an anti-model corresponding to a given subword model rrtay be trained by using data of a set of

subwords which are highly confusable with the given subword.)

As the final step in the operation of the illustrative system of Figure 3. confidence measurement module 34 uses
the sequence of target likelihood scores and the sequence of anti-likelihood scores to determine an overall confidence
measure that the pass-phrase associated with the individual having the claimed identity is, in fact, the phrase of the

10 lest utterance. This overall confidence measure may be computed in any of a number of ways which will be obvbus
to those skilled in the art. and. similarly given an overall confidence measure, the claimed identity may be accepted
or rejected based thereupon in a number of ways which will also be obvious to those skilled in the art. Nonetheless,
the following description offers at least one illustrative method for computing an overall confidence measure and de-
termining whether the claimed identity is to be accepted or rejected.

'5 During the hypothesis test for segmented subwords. confidence scores are calculated. Although several confi-

dence measures have been used in prior art systems which employ utterance verification, in accordance with one
illustrative embodiment of the present inventbn a "normalized confidence measure" is advantageously used for at least

two reasons. First, conventional (/. a, non-normatized) confidence measures have a large dynamic range. It is advan-
tageous in the application of the present Invention to use a confidence measure which has a stable numerical range.

20 so that thresholds can be more easily detemiined. Second, it is advantageous in a speaker authentication system that

threshofcJs be adjustable based on design specifications which relate to the particular application thereof.

The illustrative normalized confidence measure described herein is based on two scores. In the first stage, subword
scores are evaluated for acceptance or rejection on each subword. Then, in the second stage, an utterance score is

computed based on the number of acceptable subwords.

Specifically, foltowing the concept of "inspection by variable" in hypothesis testing familiar to those skilled in the
art. we define a conlrdence measure for a decoded subword n in an observed speech segment 0„ as

25

35

40

45

so

\09P{On^K)'\09 P(OX)
,
togP(OX)

30 } =1
T' 0)

logP(OJX„) log P(0„a;,)

where X* and are the corresponding target and anti-models for subword unit n, respectively, P(.) is the likelihood

of the given observation matching the given model, assuming that log P(0„IX^) > 0. This subword confidence score
thus measures the difference between a target score and an anti-model score, divided by the target score. C„ > 0 if

and only if the target score is larger than the anti-model score. Ideally. should be close to 1

.

Next, we define the "normalized confidence measure' for an utterance containing N subwords as

Wn^"^""'' (2)

Where

^'"^"^
- [O, otherwise,

and ft is a subword threshold, which may be a conrurwn threshold for all subwords or may be subword-specific. in either

case, the nomr>alized confidence measure. M, will be in a fixed range Q^M<^. Note that a subword is accepted and
contributes to the utterance confidence measure if and only if its subword confidence score, is greater than or equal
to the subword's threshoki, e. Thus, Mis a statistic which measures the percentage of 'acceptable' subwords in the
utterance. M= 0.8, for example, means that 80 percent of the subwords in an utterance are acceptable. In this manner,
an utterance threshold can be advantageously determined based on a given set of specifications for system perform-
ance and robustness.

6
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Once an utterance score is determined, a decision can be made to either reject or accept an utterance, as follows:

{Acceptance: M. ^ T. ;

Rejection: T. , (4)

where M/and 7;- are the corresponding confidence score and threshold for utterance /. For a system which bases its

decision whether the claimed identity is to be accepted or rejected on multiple utterances (i.e, a plurality of pass-
phrases), either one global threshold, i.e., r- r, = . , . = 7^ or multiple thresholds, /.a, T^T^^.,,:^ may be used.
The thresholds may be either context (i.e., information field) dependent (CD) or context independent (CI). They may
also be either speaker dependent (SD) or speaker independent (SI).

For robust verification, two global thresholds for a multiple-question trial ma be advantageously used as follows:

T. =

w/,en T,^^ s M. < T^^^^ at the first time

^io*. used only once, /gj
otherwise.

where Tf^„ and r^^^ are two thresholds, with T^^ < T^^^ . Equation (5) means that T^^^ can be used only once in one
verification trial. Thus, if a speaker has only one fairly tow score as a result of all of his or her utterances (/e. separate
pass-phrases), the speaker still has the chance to pass the overall verification trial. This may be particularly useful in

noisy environments or for speakers who may not speak consistently

25 To further improve the performance of an illustrative speaker authentication system using the technique of verbal
information verification in accordance with the present invention, both speaker and context dependent thresholds may
be advantageously employed. To reduce the risk of a false rejection, the upper bound of the threshold for utterance /

of a given speaker may t>e selected as

min{M^-^j. y=1.... .J, (6)

where M^j is the confidence score for utterance / on the /th trial, and where J is the total number of trials of the speaker
on the same context utterance i. Due to changes in voice, channels, and environment, the same speaker may have
different scores even for the same context utterance. We therefore define an 'utterance tolerance inten^al, 't, as

Ti^t.'X, (7)

where f,- is defined as in Equation (6), 0 < t < and 7) is a CD utterance threshold for Equation (4). By applying the

tolerance inten^al, a system can still accept a speaker even though his or her utterance score /W, on the same context

is lower than before. For example, assume that a given speaker's minimal confidence measure on the answer to the

rth questbn is fy= 0.9. If an illustrative speaker authentication system using the technique of verbal information verifi-

cation in accordance with the present invention has been designed with x = 0.06%. we have T-, = 0.9 - 0.06 = 0.84.

This means that the given speaker's claimed identity can still fc»e accepted as long as 84% of the subwords of utterance
/are acceptable.

In the system evaluation, z can be reported with error rates as a guaranteed performance interval. On the other
hand, in the system design, t can be used to determine the thresholds leased on a given set of system specifications.

For example, a bank authentication system may need a smaller value of x to ensure lower false acceptance rates at

a higher security level, while a voice mail system may prefer the use of a larger value of x to reduce false rejection

rales for user friendly security access.

In accordance with one illustrative emlxdiment of a speaker authentcation system employing verbal informatron

verification using forced decoding in accordance with the present invention, the system may apply SI thresholds in

accordance with Equation (5) for new users and switch to SD thresholds when the thresholds in accordance with

Equation (6) are determined. Such SD thresholds may, for example, advantageously be stored in credit cards or phone
cards for user authentication applications.

As described above and as can be seen in the drawing, the illustralrve system of Figure 3 performs speaker
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verification . However, it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that the same inventive approach (i. a, one using
speaker-independent phoneme models, phone/subword transcriptions of profile information, and forced decoding of

the test utterance) may be employed in a nearly identical manner to perfonn speaker identification instead. In particular,

the speaker does not make an explicit identity claim during the test session. Rather, forced decoding module 31 per-
forms a forced decoding of the test utterance based on each of the corresponding (based, for example, on the particular

question asked of the speaker) transcriptions which have been stored in database 22 for each potential speaker, and
confidence measurement module 34 produces scores for each such potential speaker. Then, the identity of the potential

speaker which results in the best score is identified as the actual speaker. Obviously, such a speaker identification

approach may be most practical for applications where it is necessary that the speaker is to be identified from a relatively

small populalk>n of speakers.

It should be noted that in order to provide a more robust system, the illustrative system ol Figure 3 may advanta-
geously require that multiple questions be asked of the speaker, and that, for example, all utterances provided in

response thereto match the corresponding information in the profile of the individual having the claimed identity 0th-
envlse, any other person who knew the answer to the single posed question for a given individual (whose profile is

included in the database) could act as an imposter and could successfully fool the system of Figure 2 into believing

he or she was the claimed individual. By using multiple questions, the system becomes more robust, since it is less

likely that anyone other than the person having the claimed identity would know the answers to all of the questions.
Of course, it is also advantageous if the test session is not excessively long. One approach is to ask a small number
of randomly selected questions (e.g., three) out of a larger set of possible questions (e.g., six), the answers to all of

which are stored in the individual's profile in the database.

Another approach to providing a more robust system is to provide profile information which changes dynamically
For example, an individual's access profile nrtay be updated to contain the dale of last access. Then, when the given
individual attempts to make a subsequent access, it is expected that only he or she is likely to know the date of last

access, and is asked to provide it. Other techniques for adding robustness to the security of a speaker authentication

system in accordance with the principles of the present invention will be obvious to those skilled in the art.

For clarity of explanation, the illustrative embodiments of the present invention has been presented as comprising
individual functkxial blocks or modules. The functions these blocks represent may be provided through the use of either

shared or dedicated hardware, including, but not limited to. hardware capable of executing software. For example, the
funclbns ol the modules presented herein may be provided by a single shared processor or by a plurality of individual

processors. Moreover, use of the term "processor" herein should not be construed to refer exclusively to hardware
capable of executing software. Illustrative embodiments may comprise digital signal processor (DSP) hardware, such
as Lucent Technologies' DSP15 or DSP32C. read-only memory (ROM) for storing software performing the operations
discussed below, and random access memory (RAM) for storing DSP results. Very large scale integration (VLSI) hard-
ware embodiments, as well as custom VLSI circuitry in combination with a general purpose DSP circuit, may also be
provided. Any and all of these embodiments may be deemed to fall within the meaning of the words "btock," "module.
" or 'processor," as used herein.

Claims

1. A method of authenticating a proffered identity of a speaker, the method comprising the steps of:

comparing features of a speech utterance spoken by the speaker with at least one sequence of one or more
speaker-independent speech models, one of said sequences of said speech models corresponding to speech
reflecting a sequence of one or more words associated with an individual having said proffered identity, said

one of said sequences of said speech models determined based on a subword transcription of said given

sequence ol one or more words, wherein said subword transcription comprises a sequence of one or nrrare

subwords;

determining a confidence level that the speech utterance reflects said sequence of one or more words asso-
ciated with said individual having said proffered identity based on saki comparison.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the proffered identity is an identity whch fnas been claimed to be that of the speaker.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the claim of identity has been nr^de by the speaker.

4. The method of claim 3 further comprising the step of receiving the claim of identity from the speaker.

8
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5. The method of claim 4 further comprising the step of verifying the claimed identity of the speaker based on the

determined confidence level.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein the proffered identity is one of a plurality of possible identities, each possible identity

having a corresponding sequence of one or more words associated with a corresponding individual having said

possible identity

7. The method of claim 6 further comprising the step of identifying the speaker as having the proffered identity based
on the determined confidence level.

8. The method of claim 1 wherein the speaker-independent speech models comprise Hidden f\/larkov Models.

9. The method of claim 8 wherein the speaker-independent speech models comprise Hidden Markov Models reflect-

ing individual phonemes.

10. The method of claim 1 wherein the features of the speech utterance comprise cepstral domain data.

11. The method of claim 1 wherein the comparing step produces a sequence of one or more target likelihood scores

corresponding to said sequence of subwords. the target likelihood scores representing a likelihood of a match
between one of said subwords in said subword sequence and a corresponding portion of said speech utterance.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the determining step determines the confidence level that the speech utterance

reflects said sequence of one or more words associated with said individual having said proffered identity based
on a sequence of one or more confidence scores, each confidence score based on a corresponding one of said

target likelihood scores.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein the confidence scores are further based on a corresponding sequence of one or

more anti-likelihood scores, each anti-likelihood score representing a likelihood of a match between an anti-model

corresponding to said one of said subwords in said subword sequence and said corresponding portion of said

speech utterance.

14. The method of claim 1 3 wherein the confidence scores are combined to produce a normalized confidence measure
representing a fraction of said subwords in said subword sequence which are likely to match said corresponding

portran of said speech utterance.

15. The method of claim 14 further comprising the step of authenticating the proffered identity as being that of the

speaker based upon said normalized confidence measure.

1 6. The method of claim 1 4 wherein the comparing and determining steps are each performed a corresponding plurality

of times based on a plurality of different speech utterances and a corresponding plurality of different sequences
of one or more words associated with said individual having said proffered identity, thereby resulting in a corre-

sponding plurality of said normalized confidence measures being produced, the method further comprising the

step of authenticating the proffered identity as being that of the speaker based upon a comparison of said plurality

of sakJ normalized confidence measures with a corresponding plurality of thresholds.

17. An apparatus for authenticating a proffered identity of a speaker, the apparatus comprising:

a comparator which compares features of a speech utterance spoken by the speaker with at least one se-

quence of one or more speaker-Independent speech models, one of said sequences of said speech nrKxIels

corresponding to speech reflecting a sequence of one or more words associated with an individual having
said proffered Wentity, said one of said sequences of said speech rrtodels determined based on a subword
transcription of said given sequence of one or more words, wherein said subword transcription comprises a
sequence of one or more subwords;

a processor which determines a confidence level that the speech utterance reflects said sequence of one or

more words associated with sab individual having said proffered identity based on said comparison.

18. An apparatus for authenticating a preferred identity of a speaker, the apparatus comprising means arranged to

9
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carry out each step of a molhod as claimed in any of claims 1 to 16.
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